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ABSTRACT
The roots of the current movement for ethnic studies

in American education can be traced to the early colonial period of
American history. The Dutch appear to be the earliest settlers with
an interest in ethnic studies. The efforts to resist the dominant
English culture began in New York in about 1660. Education became one
of the ways non-English settlers could restrain the force of British
history and customs and of the English language. In order to combat
the nativism of the times, minority immigrants organized "ethic
schools" and activities that would help to preserve their particular
cultures and religious outlooks. Minority groups' use of historical
societies for the purpose of providing cultural instruction increased
during the early decades of this century. The current movement to
resurrect the sentiment for ethnic education is strongly influenced
by the writings of W. E. B. DuBois and Carter G. Woodson, who kept
the issue before the public for so long. (RB)
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Contrary to general belief, the concept of ethnic studies

is not a recent concern in American education, formal and

informal. In fact, the roots of the current movement may

easily be traced back to the early colonial period of our

history. And from that early interest there has slowly

evolved the movement that now exists on the American soene.

Precisely when the sentiment began, or who was its

originator, is not entirely clear. The probability is that

it just 7rew. If we can read a broad moaning into one recent

observer's discussion of the current black studies movement,

the ethnic studies idea "was a fact in American education

before it could be defined. n1

To set the context, it is extremely important to notice

that the history of American education is filled with instances

of special-interest groups pushing for their favorite schemes

of educational change and recognition. To be sure, advocates

of ethnic studies have acted ne differently. In this brief

account it will be seen that minorities from the start have

charged the formal schools with having filled the larger



society with negative depictions of minority cultures.

Hence the high point of this investigation is the view that

the modern movement got its impulse and direction from the

early proponents; and that the continuation of the sentiment

mirrors minorities' cultural tenacity and their unrelenting

desire to be themselves in the American environment.

To begin with it is possible Dutch settlers manifested

the earliest interest, of record, in ethnic "studies" in

New York, circa 1660, and later in Pennsylvania. In the Dutch

view, .the English settlers--the dominant group--were deliberately

attempting to re-create English civilization as they had known

it back in England, and were trying to establish a unitary

national culture in the colonies based upon Anglo-Saxon

heritage and values. In addition, they felt the English,

thinking the American colonies belonged to them alone, were

manipulating the formal schools to retain the civilization

they knew. To remedy this, the Dutch turned to their own

parochial schools (located in their communities), where they

established standards of curriculum supporting their culture

and traditions, their mother tongue, and, at the same time,

perpetuating the creed of their religion, the Dutch Reformed

Church. 2
Here, perhaps, is the seed of the ethnic studies

idea in American education. And fton)the point of view of



origination of the idea, the Dutch might perhaps deserve the

label of "pioneers" more then any other group.

Although this pr,rticular movement lost its strength

as the free school idea began to spread, it left an indelible

impression upon American education that was to continue to

the present time. (See, for example, the curricula of the

Jewish Day and Sabbath schools, the Chinese Day and Evening

schools, the early Polish Supplementary schools, the Amish

schools, the many minority and white ethnic studies programs

now being offered at particular public and private schools

and colleges.)

During the first years of settlement, the ethnic studios

impulse was felt by other minorities (i.e., Jewish, German,

Scach, and non-Protestants--Catholics and Quakers), since

the English - American colonists directed their attitudes

against them as they did against the Dutch settlers. And,

like the Dutch, they too felt the need to preserve their

cultures, their native languages, and their particular

religious beliefs. In order to meet this condition, they,

too, established private schools and lived separately in

ethnic communities. And by so going, they were able to

transmit more easily their heritaEsos to the young. To non-

English settlers this was the only way by which they could

restrain the force of British history and customs, and the

English language that was then being taught in the formal

schools.



In the early years of the 1700s, strange as it may

seem, German Lutheran settlers in southern Pennsylvania took

up the cry against the charity school movement. Since the

instruction in this type of school was to be given in the

English language, the Germans contended this would result

in the displacement of their German culture and language .3

At the time, they were particularly aware of Benjamin

Franklin's open attempts to force the formal schools to

emphasize the teaching of English in order to make the

colonies English preserves, and because he "feared the

German culture would replace the English one."

Even at this early stage, white "minority" settlers

were not alone in seeking a special curriculum to transmit

their culture. As early as the mid-1700s, particular free

and enslaved African-Americans were coming into touch with

their African history and culture through the missionary

efforts of particular (itiakers. These Quakers, being coloni-

zationists, aimed to cause those blacks learning about their

African heritage to see more clearly their detasement under

the slavery system. More importantly, perhaps, the missionaries

had hopes this knowledge would make them so discontented that

they would welcome immigration to Africa.
4

But this period had to be preceded by a period in which

the African-Americans made themselves familiar with their

heritage. There is every reason to assume they orally



transmitted their history and culture through unwritten songs,

and that they carried them in the memory of folk tales and

legend from generation to generation. In comparison with the

white minorities, these African-Americans' situation was

accentuated by the fact they not only differed in color,

culture, language, and race, they were generally excluded

from the Anglican Church.

One writer of this period informs us that a number of

aborted efforts (John Eliot's Indian "praying towns") were

made during this same time to teach Indian children a knowledge

of Christianity and Latin grammar. (Later, Latin grammar

was to be replaced by English grammar.) This, he thinks, was

probably done to divorce them from their own culture and to

convert them to "English ways and Christianity," Aich could,

in effect, lessen their resistance to encroachments on their

ancEstral lands.5

An important implication of the English-American colonists'

efforts, during these formative years, to acculturate all

settlers into an Anglo-Saxon, Anglican nation was the frag-

mentation of the colonists into self-conscious racial and

religious groups. So that by the late colonial period the

ethnic studies notion was both potent and entirely acceptable

to the various ethnic communities.

Immediately after the 'termination of the American

Revolution, the nation was in a period of flux, which aided



the rise of a movement not only for national--political and

economioindepondence, but also.for cultural homogeneity

and the establishment of an "American" national identity.

During the beginning of the national period, some of the

former colonists began to reject everything British, and to

show a general preference for things "American." However.-

it would be a mistake to assume that all colonists were caught

up in this Anglophobic fervor. On the contrary, some began,

to take on the "airs of Englishmen" with more emphasis than

during the Brl.tish reign.

The particular advocacy of Benjamin Rush and Noah Webster

during this same era reflected the nationalist sentiment

spreading among this post-revolutionary generation of Americans.

Spurred on by patriotism, Rush proposed the establishment of a

college that would teach the former colonists "the art, of:

forgetting" their British heritage.6 He also proposed the

establishment of a "national" university and a uniform system

of education for bringing about "the homogeneity of thel)opu-

lation and a national culture."7 On the other hand, Webster

called for the abandonment of the "King's English" and the

establishment of a national language--"a language of the

people." Moreover, he had hoped to impose unilingualism

(American English as the vernacular language) through the

wide use of his ....-2.11-eY_1?)!Ig)Alellael



During the score of years from 1820 to 1840 (the

Jacksonian Era), newly arrived non-English immigrants--

Irish, German, Dutch, Russian, Southern European Catholics,

Scandinavian, and Jewswere confronted with a strong national

program of political and social consolidation that sought tos

blend the various "white" cultures'into an Anglicized one.,

Along with this drive came the movement for a national

system of public education. In order to combat the resulting

bigoted nativism of the time, these minority immigrants, with

few exceptions, organized--through private subscription--

11 ethnic schools" and activities that would help to preserve

their particular cultures and religious outlooks.

Contemporaneous with this push were the brave efforts

of knowledgeable Afro-Americans to teach about the heroic

exploits of black revolutionariessuch as Nat Turner and

Toussaint L'Ouverture--to their fellow blacks. Those blacks

who could not read at this particular time (owing to the Slave

Code which prohibited the teaching of reading and.writiris to

them) learned of their history and culture from others in

"Sabbath Schools," "true bands," and "literary societies,"
.

by the spoken word, and in black-organized "library societies."

These library societies often supplemented their lending

facilities and reading rooms with forensic groups where,

Afro...American history-and culture were popt4ar.-topics419



The extent of the impact of this nativistic mood

against non-English-speaking immigrants is most strikingly

illustrated in the particular social conditions of Irish and

Catholic immigrants in the 1830s, who were forced to petition

the federal government for lands in the South and Westi'where

they hoped to establish separate territorial ethnic enolayes 1"°

In the succeeding decade (the 18400 the Irish and

Catholic immigrants, particularly, were forced to organize

a special curriculum in their parochial schools to serve as

an antidote to the prevailing; Protestant nativism that:

welcomed them to America. At the same time, in Pennsylvania,

German-speaking Lutheran settlers resisted "free" public

schooling for their children on the grounds that it "hindered

a proper appreciation of their language and customs" and served

as a barrier to religious solidarity. 11

It may he well to point out that in the years between

1830 and 1840 the most striking feature of the e',5hnic studi06

sentiment was the founding of more than thirty-five historiCal

societies. These societies rose in response to the peculiar

social and political conditions of minorities, rather than

to intellectual inquiry. Although their membership was

probably limited in most cases, they confined themselves

strictly to telling of the heritages of minorities and serving

as the instrument by which these groups could fight against

assimilation. 12
Of course, these societies were not the-only



sources of information on the conditions of minorit5x, . there

were the Abolition societies.

Soon after the Civil Uar had ended (which had given

the ethnic studies movement a pause), there came a rising

tide of foreign immigrants, which brought on the rejection:,

of the alien and the strange, and the hatred of unacc*omed'

people and things. Within such a context, minorities kound

themselves once more confronted with a nationalistic spirit

which manifested itself in the demand that all Americans

be of the same mold, speaking the same language, and revering

the same culture.13 One result of this new influx was that

popular indignation rose against all resident groups of non

Anglo -Saxon ethnic background and against those immigrants

who remained unassimilated. The desperate need to counter

the overt ethnocentric sentiment then penetrating into public

school education took on a sense of urgency to ethnic eduOation

programs, particularly among immigrant minorities.

As might be expected, during the last quarter of the

century publicly-supported education was giver the mission

of assimilating and molding immigrant minorities and other

Americans into an Anglo-culture nation. In the public schools

significant stress was laid upon the inculcation ()fall students'

with Anglo heritage and values, and the English language.' To

undergird this,' more than twenty state legislatUres passe4
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compulsory public school attendance laws. Indeed, the

overall social and political atmosphere added intensity to

the need for ethnic education among immigrant and resident

minorities if they were to preserve their cultures.

Of profound significance, it would be noted, was the

fact that the melting-pot goal was not universally accepted.

among educators during this period. For example, a few

(e.g., John Dewey), sensed the need for an antidote by

advancing the notion of "cultural pluralism," which could

help migrant groups "sustain respect for their old-world;

cultures. u14 At the same time, Afro-American educational

leadership took steps on its own to see that black children

were taught something about "their African past'and the role

black people had played in the development of this country."

The latter group's effort can hardly be overestimated since

it was taken up at a time when anti-black sentiment was

rampant in America. The group's persistence gave a strong

impetus to the sentiment for black studies in all-black

public schools during that time.

Equally significant about the post-Civil War decades

is that the voice of sentiment for ethnic studies raised by

minorities was evidence enough that they were backing away

from assimilative influences in formal education. (Contrary

to historical legend, minorities have always and consistently

warded off the melting-pot tendencies of formal education.))
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The deep concern of minorities in their own history and culture

at this time is evident from their renewed attempts to form

ethnic historical societies. During this era, there was a

mushroom growth of these societies among many ethnic grOUPS.,

The first society came in 1868, when a group of German.

American citizens organized the German-American Historical

Society. Their effort was followed by the Jewish Historical

Society, the Negro Historical Society, the Huguenot Society

of America, the Holland Society of New York, the integrated

Scotch.-Irish Society of America, and the American.Irish,

Historical Society. 15
(A few have survived even to the present

day.)

A couple of decades later (the 1880s) ,ethnic studies,

found a receptive ear among Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and

Greek Orthodox church leaders in introducing bilingual and

bicultural parochial schools for their non-English-speaking

coreligionists. These schools were staffed by teachers who

were themselves foreign-born and members of the faith. While,

these schools began as church and temple appendages, they

became in time appendages of the public schools.

Minority America's use of historical societies for'or the,

purpose of r'roviding cultural instruction is best understood

in the course of the political events during the early- decades

of the twentieth century. This was a time when Americans-were



probably more historically minded than in any other perimd.
..

in history.- In organizing their historical societies s'
, ,t,

, --did npt differ from white Southerners of that time whowere
-tellin of the peculiar socialfeatures and traditiona

_,., b

Southern life.

In the years following World War. I, the'bii4i

movement-of Marcus Garvey brought Americia's atiantieni

educational plight of black minority stUdents at:tendin

public schools. Presumably Garvey's preachments On the'ree4

for a balanced curriculum was the important factor in'tkr.

development of the movement of the 19204. movement;-Was

kept alive and made by- and,exliertd ,

tions of leaders of the "Harlem Renaissance."-

With the tragedy of the war and the optimism of VietOry

;-4over the Germans fresh in :.rind, "100 percentise, beeaMe.Vae ,

battle cry of those campaigning to eliminate' GerMan and

other "foreign" lantuages from the public schael'citii.044

Not surprisingly, private and parochial schools 'came meet,

heavy. attack for having purposes of alienating 'thair.stiiden't-0

from the "American way of life." Particular federal officiaiS.

-with super- nationalistic tendenoieswerehelping lead the-'

anti-German and-anti-Red hysteria; yet despite this, -Afro-

Americans, -faced With-racism endemic to Americaf,were showing'
a renewed -'zeal for ethnic studies. It WasA.argolYlhroiigh(-,'



their militant efforts that the public schools of New York,

Philadelphia, and some Southern cities Set aside free time

for the teaching of black history and literature. A specific

autoomp of their efforts was the first celebration .of "Negro

History Week," which was held in the early 1920s.

following the twenties, the ethnic studies sentiment.,

as a national expression-- marked time, mainly because of the

Great Depression which extended throughout the thirties. ',It

did not re-emerge as a national movement until the mid-1960s.

Turning now to the current movement, probably no .one

influence served to resurrect the sentiment for ethnic eallow*,

tion at this time more than the early agitations of two

prominent black educators, W. E. B. DuBois and Carter G.

Woodson, who kept the issue before the public during the

first twenty years of this century. For there oan be no

doubt the convictions of these two men more than any others,

have whetted the 'perception of many of today's advooates.

In addition, there is no doubt that each, in his own way

holds a particular niche in the present movement.

Insofar as the Dutch colonists, already noted, provided

the initial impetus for the overall movement, it was DuBois'

unceasing efforts to formulate a rationale for black studies

that gave educators -one 'for ethnic studies. Taking tote of
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the fact that American educators in the 1890s appeared not

to be concerned with issues relating the school curriculum

to minorities, DuBois admonished them for ignoring the oul-

tural and historical contributions of American minorities.

At the same time, he chided minority (particularly Afro-

American) leaders for failing to adequately equip minority4

students to realize their full potential, despite the temper

of their timea. 16
Parenthetically, it might be mentioned:

that the latter group did modify their actions (or inaction

somewhat.

DuBois' substantial contributions were supplemented

later on by Woodson, who, as head of the Association for the

Study of Negro Life and History, lobbied for the teaching pf

minority history and culture at all educational levels.17

It seems a fair inference that the leaders of the

present movementwhich came dramatically upon the scene some

en years ago:were stimulated by the sooial turmoil and

radical tempo of the early sixties. Their zeal may have

come down to them from the black African nationalistic spiiit'

which was demanding the "Africanization" of staff and ouiri-

culum in African universities during the fifties.

Be that as it may, there is every indication that the

-initial impetus in the present movement was born amid the

Black Liberation movement of the midsixties. Olesirly, it
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began when a group of student activists at Merritt Junior

College (in California) first publicly expressed a sense of

outrage at the long-lived Anglo-biased courses of instruction".

They made specific demands that the college curriculum be

reordered to include coursesdin minority history and cultures.,

Shortly thereafter, the mood sproad like wildfire to prac

tically every college and high school campus in the nation .1

From then until recently, the ethnic studies question has

overshadowed all else in the minds of campus minority group

activists, espeaally in the Northern urban centers, where'

minority nationalism has maintained its greatest strength.

Contrasting the earlier movements to the present one,

without evidence to the contrary, one must assume that the

early advocates' interest in ethnic studios was mainly prae.!

tical. Unlike their counterparts of today, they differed In

their notions about the function of ethnic education., Viith.,

them, first and foremost, it had to meet a desperate need:'

to preserve and sustain their heritages. It is apparently

assumed that they did not recognize the broad use of the

concept. This may help to explain why they preferred to:

fight the assimilative process in formal schooling by organizing

their own private schools. It is also probably.the reason why

their efforts-ware able to exist without any appraoiable

opposition.

Most significant of'all-aboilt.the-present day adio'ciacy

is "the 'Strang desire to 'reform-Ptiilio:edUbatiOrCthrOUgh
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minority ethnic studies programs. Little wonder that this

movement has met so much resistance among tradition-bound

educators, who seem--by all reports-- convinced that ethnic

education is a political nostrum that has no plane in the

public aspect of education. Xt may well be that for this

reason they have opposed the idea. Yet, whatever, the reason,
.

1

this climate of thought has served to help dissipate the

energies of many campus advocates'.

In conclusion, it remains only to point out that those

with a perspective of the past fully understand the present,:
m

ebb in sentiment, ror since the first move for nonsectarian'

education, the sentiment for minority ethnic studies has

periodically recurred. And in each instance of its appeartince,

there has been a sincere and over-zealous opposition,tWhioh

has shown the inclination to stifle the impulse whorever'itL

took root.
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